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RE: Victoria’s Gas Substitution Roadmap Consultation Paper – Tesla Response
Dear Project Team,
Tesla is very supportive of the work proposed by the Victorian Government to assess, consult on, and ultimately mitigate the use of fossil fuel consumption in the state. Victoria’s emissions reduction targets
of 28-33% by 2025, 45-50% by 2030 and net zero by 2050 signal the importance of this transition and position electrification as the preeminent pathway to achieve this ambition.
Tesla’s mission is to accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy. Driven by its mission, Tesla has unmatched experience in designing and deploying the world's largest battery storage projects –
with the 300MW Victorian Big Battery a globally renowned example.
As the world’s largest vertically integrated renewable energy company, Tesla has a diverse product portfolio of electric vehicles, solar and battery storage products that cover residential, community to gridscale applications. We also develop a full suite of software applications in-house to maximise the value and optimise performance of these products. As such, Tesla has a unique perspective in how Victoria
may develop its electrification roadmap, and whilst non-exhaustive, can help inform some of the key challenges being faced in transitioning homes and businesses to use higher levels of renewable energy
paired with storage to enable the uptake of zero-emission electric technologies and transport options.

Tesla looks forward to continued participation across the spectrum of Victoria’s energy policy development and welcomes further engagement with the project team to support development of the
electrification roadmap and help underpin Victoria’s transition to sustainable energy.

Kind Regards
Tesla Energy Policy Team
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Executive Summary
1. Accelerated electrification and phase out of gas is essential to address climate change risk and over-achieve on Victoria’s net zero ambitions
• Victoria’s emissions reduction targets of 28-33% by 2025, 45-50% by 2030 and net zero by 2050 signal the importance of electrification. The achievement of these targets and ultimately net-zero
emissions will, by definition, require a phase-out of all fossil fuels before 2050. This needs to be supported by clear and ambitious government policy to accelerate renewable generation (with
enabling battery storage systems), strong incentives for the uptake of EVs, and a roadmap to phase out fossil gas from all heating and industrial use
• Electrification across all sectors is the most effective and lowest cost pathway for emissions reduction, advantaged by ongoing decarbonisation in the electricity generation sector. This pathway is
also more proven than transitioning to ‘clean gas’ alternatives such as hydrogen or biogas, which may be delayed, or come at much higher cost than currently forecast. This is now recognised
globally, as noted by Infrastructure Victoria’s Interim Report – ‘Towards 2050: Gas infrastructure in a zero emissions economy’
2. Most arguments to maintain the use of gas are out-dated, misleading, driven by vested interests, or a combination of all
• We note historically, Victoria has consumed more gas than electricity. But Victoria’s ‘peak gas’ moment may have just passed. With rapid innovation in clean technology underpinning competitive
alternatives such as battery storage, the role of gas has been completely decoupled from the energy security, affordability, reliability and decarbonisation agenda
• There is no need for gas plants in the electricity system to maintain reliability or system security - battery storage is now lower cost, faster, and more useful than gas-fired generators as a form of
‘peaking power’ or back-up spinning reserve in the electricity system. Rapid and continuing reductions in battery costs continue to improve this position (see CEC new clean peaker paper)
• Whilst there may be a limited interim role for gas in high-heat industrial processes and as a feedstock, technology advances are quickly providing substitutes. The Victorian government must avoid
the sunk-cost fallacy for existing gas infrastructure, and recognise there are significantly more jobs and economic growth opportunities in the renewable energy and clean technology sector, with
down-stream advantages from creating low-carbon manufacturing. By helping industry immediately reduce fossil gas consumption, it not only directly reduces emissions, but also preserves more
(increasingly expensive) gas for the hard to abate processes / sectors that need more time to transition
3. At the household level, alternative technologies to substitute the role of gas already exist, and have demonstrated superior performance, lower cost and lower health impacts. It is no
longer a technical or economic challenge, but a social and political opportunity
• We commend the Victorian Government’s focus on energy efficiency as a priority element of transitioning to a sustainable energy future. With over 2 million Victorian households still using 70’s era
gas appliances for cooking, heating and hot water, a clear electrification roadmap for households can help each and every home switch to 21st century electric appliances, supported by rooftop solar,
smart inverters, battery storage, and EVs. Importantly, this shift will reduce utility bills and simultaneously take advantage of a decarbonising grid
• Beyond bill savings, Tesla’s experience in deploying sustainable energy products to thousands of Victorians demonstrates significant appetite for consumers to improve reliability, lower emissions,
increase grid-independence, and do their bit to support the community during peak demand or systems security events
• To support uptake and ensure efficient network utilisation, Victorian Government can expand its successful Solar battery program and combine it with additional incentives for time-shifting energy –
via VPP credits or time of use retail tariffs. This will support deployment of ‘active’ DER and EVs that respond to price signals and complement output from community-scale batteries and REZs
• For example, Victoria’s Neighbourhood Battery program will be critical to support the electrification agenda – the right distributed electricity infrastructure (both behind the meter and at
neighbourhood level) can be used to help reduce costs for customers in moving from gas to electric appliances, and mitigate system-wide costs of increased electricity demand
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About Tesla

Tesla Motors Australia, Pty Ltd (Tesla) is a global leader in manufacturing electric vehicle and clean
energy products. Tesla produces a unique set of energy solutions such as Powerwall and Megapack,
enabling homeowners, businesses, and utilities to manage renewable energy generation, storage,
and consumption. Our mission is to accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy and
globally Tesla has deployed more than 6.5GWh of residential and utility scale energy storage systems
across 40 countries. In 2020 alone, Tesla deployed more than 3GWh of energy storage systems
around the world and installed its 200,000th Powerwall.
In Australia, Tesla is leading both utility scale and virtual power plant (VPP) developments and playing
a key role in the transition to higher penetrations of renewable energy. We have deployed more than
600MWh of storage assets to date since 2017, with a substantial pipeline currently under deployment
– including the 300MW/450MWh Victorian Big Battery, which will be the largest battery storage
system in the Southern Hemisphere and will be critical to supporting Victoria’s energy reliability while
helping to achieve Victoria’s 50% Renewable Energy Target (RET).
Tesla is also a leader in delivering high quality VPPs. The South Australia VPP (delivered by Tesla
and Energy Locals) currently has 16MW registered to provide all six contingency frequency services –
providing high quality frequency response services for almost two years.
Tesla currently employs more than 140 people in Australia to undertake the full range of the
development and deployment of utility scale energy storage and VPP work. Our permanent
employees provide end-to-end development of all Tesla’s local energy projects including Business
and Policy Development, Engineering, Project Management, Project Deployment, Software
Development, Market Integration, Service & Operations.
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Accelerated electrification and complete phase out of all fossil fuels is essential to address climate
change and achieve Victoria’s net zero ambitions
Victoria’s gas use – largely residential for heating and cooking

Multi-sector electrification – the most efficient pathway

Gas contributes 19% of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions. Meanwhile, the typically
conservative IEA have modelled 2025 as the year gas ‘peaks’ to support net zero
ambitions such as Victoria’s:

Tesla designs and manufactures a suite of sustainable energy products that represent
the potential to replace legacy technologies across utility-scale, commercial / industrial,
and residential use-cases for gas:
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Unlike hydrogen or biomethane pathways, existing electric products across space
heating, water heating, cooking etc are also readily available ‘off the shelf’ to leverage
this secure and sustainable energy supply, and provide significant health, cost and
performance benefits:
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Source: Infrastructure Victoria, 2021

Image credit: Saul Griffith
https://saulgriffith.medium.com/one-billion-machines-48a7c3cf0694

Source: Grattan Institute, 2020
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Gas is in structural decline and no longer has a role in the electricity sector

• There is no need for new gas plants in the electricity system to maintain reliability or system
security – battery storage technologies have advanced to become lower cost, faster, and
more useful than gas-fired generators as a form of ‘peaking power’ or back-up spinning
reserve in the electricity system
• Utility-scale energy storage systems are a modern, cleaner alternative to open-cycle gas
turbines for meeting peaking needs. The cost of deploying a Tesla Megapack system is
more competitive than the cost of an equivalent new gas peaker plant in almost all cases.
Rapid and continuing reductions in battery costs continue to improve this position
• The Clean Energy Council's paper, Battery Storage – The New, Clean Peaker compared a
new 250 MW gas peaker with a 250 MW two and four-hour grid-scale battery, showing the
battery provides cost savings of more than 30 per cent while offering greater flexibility and
significantly reducing emissions intensity
• Battery storage:
• is more efficient, with a lower capital, fuel consumption and operating cost (even when
ignoring additional commodity price and carbon risks that fossil gas plants have)
• offers a premium peaking service (faster ramp rate, higher accuracy and better quality
frequency response), fast and modular construction timeline, and wider range of
networks services – making it far more suitable for renewable integration
• offers an unbeatable system security service. As noted by AEMO , the speed and
accuracy from batteries far surpasses traditional assets providing frequency services

https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/news/battery-storage-is-the-new-clean-peaker

• Once Victoria’s generation mix becomes predominately renewable, proliferation of cheap
solar and wind will cause gas generators to face stubbornly low average energy prices but
high variability that challenge even a gas peaker’s flexibility. Gas plants will not be able to
take advantage of negative energy price events or respond to volatility in a few hundred
milliseconds like a battery, and likely will be forced to operate well short of their technical life
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Government support for alternative technologies in high-heat industrial processing and manufacturing
can position the state for growth
Victoria can help promote the transition to low-emission manufacturing
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• The use of gas in manufacturing presents one of the greatest electrification challenges, with
the main existing consumption use-cases such as polyethylene, ammonia and alumina
production yet to have alternatives demonstrated at scale. However, the end goal is clear, to
best achieve its climate goals, Victoria must aim for a net zero emissions industrial sector
• New research into high-heat industrial processes highlights technology advances are
quickly providing substitutes to fossil fuels, including electric heat pumps, furnaces,
electromagnetic heating (e.g. induction, infrared, microwaves) and heat storage – see
Beyond Zero roadmap.

Optimal
pathway

• Industrial gas supply requirements may also be lower than typical models forecast when
factoring the abundance of low-cost renewable generation paired with storage, the
developing role of hydrogen, and industrial scale demand response flexibility (allowing even
cement and aluminium production to buffer and use latent flexibility)
High-heat
manufacturing

Waste-to-energy
Existing –high emissions

Fossil gas

• Government has an important role to support development of new technologies to drive this
transition and support electrification at scale across all sectors. Getting to net-zero within
these hard-to-abate sectors involves transformational solutions that more than a single
organisation can achieve alone. Further, by helping industry use lower quantities of gas
where it can, it will not only immediately reduce emissions, but also preserves more
(increasingly expensive) gas for the hard to abate processes / sectors
• As Infrastructure’s Interim report highlights: “significant change is required to meet interim
emissions reduction targets and reach net zero by 2050”; highlighting “electrification is a
clear pathway to reduce gas use and associated emissions”

Existing –high emissions

Coal
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Solar Victoria programs can be expanded to drive ‘active’ DER to support optimal network utilisation

Tesla’s Demonstrated Virtual Power Plant Benefits

• We commend the Victorian Government’s focus on energy efficiency as a priority element
of transitioning to a sustainable energy future. With over 2 million Victorian households
currently using gas for cooking, heating and hot water, a clear electrification roadmap for
households can help each and every home switch to electric appliances, supported by
rooftop solar, battery storage, and EVs. Importantly, this shift will reduce their utility bills and
simultaneously take advantage of a decarbonising grid
• At a minimum, customers should be informed and incentivised to replace their emission
intensive appliances at their end of life - new, electric appliances, can both heat and cool
homes much more efficiently, requiring less than a third of the energy than gas equivalents
• To support uptake and ensure efficient network utilisation, Victorian Government can
expand its successful Solar battery program and combine it with additional incentives for
time-shifting energy – via VPP credits or time of use retail tariffs. This will support
deployment of ‘active’ DER and EVs that respond to price signals and complement output
from neighbourhood batteries and REZs, avoiding the threat of network upgrades driven by
increased electricity demand and managing supply risks during a new ‘winter peak’
• Introducing effective rebates and upfront incentives will also ensure households are able to
unlock the total cost savings that electrification provides to households (in the order of
hundreds of dollars per year) as well as the wider economy, noting some electric appliances
have higher upfront purchase costs than gas equivalents
• Government can also explore complementary actions between Victoria’s energy efficiency
target and DER programs – to maximise benefits from all programs and further reduce cost
imposts to consumers
• Beyond bill savings, Tesla’s experience in deploying sustainable energy products to
thousands of Victorians demonstrates significant appetite for consumers to improve
reliability, lower emissions, increase grid-independence, and take control to do their bit to
support the community during peak demand events
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Electrification is a massive economic and jobs growth opportunity for Victoria

Proportion of Electrification Jobs across key segments

• Retiring and replacing our gas-fuelled technologies – gas-fired peaking plants and furnaces
at large scale, and water and space heaters, cooktops, dryers, ovens, stoves, grills etc at
household level – will require substantial effort across the supply chain. But the greater
economic and environmental benefits warrant the effort
• A house currently reliant on 70’s era gas appliances for cooking and heating can now
leverage the benefits of 21st century technology solar panels, batteries, vehicle chargers as
part of its electrification pathway
• For Victorians, this means thousands of more jobs in manufacturing, installing, maintaining
and training to ensure the clean energy transition is successful
• These jobs are needed in cities and regional areas alike, and across all local government
areas – they are postcode agnostic. These jobs are also inherently local – there are no
‘economic efficiency’ avenues to outsource the installation of solar panels to labour based
interstate or overseas
• At industrial scale, the Victorian government must avoid the sunk-cost fallacy for existing
gas infrastructure and manufacturing activity (only ~0.1% of Australia’s national economy;
and ~1% of manufacturing workers), and recognise there are significantly more growth
opportunities in the renewable energy and clean technology sector, with down-stream
advantages from creating low-carbon manufacturing

Source: Saul Griffith, 2020: https://saulgriffith.medium.com/one-billion-machines-48a7c3cf0694

• Transitioning away from fossil-fuel inputs also positions the Victorian economy for the future,
mitigating potential impacts of carbon border tariffs or taxes that are already being
discussed internationally
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Case-study 1: Tesla & Brookfield Sunhouse Community, Texas US

• Tesla Energy, Brookfield and Dacra have announced the
development of large-scale Sustainable Neighborhood in Austin,
Texas
• The first electric ‘Tesla Solar’ neighbourhood will combine the
expertise of residential developers with Tesla’s innovative products
and knowledge, and drive ongoing learning and innovation
• Tesla V3 solar roof tiles and Powerwall 2 battery storage will be
installed in phases, beginning in June 2021, and combine with
community solar and EV charging stations
• The goal is to establish that fully-sustainable neighborhoods are
not only viable, but the best practical and economical choice
• In California, more than 30 municipalities have already banned or
restricted new residential gas connections - driving world-leading
attachment rates for solar and storage
https://bam.brookfield.com/press-releases/2021/07-09-2021-200014929
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Case-study 2: MIRVAC – The Fabric, Altona North Victoria

• In Victoria, Mirvac is a leading demonstrator of environmentally
sustainable design, and progressing “future ready” housing at its
latest development: The Fabric
• This development has an ambitious target to implement fully
electric, net zero energy townhomes while achieving a minimum
seven-star NatHERS energy rating for every townhome on the
11.5-hectare site at 188-198 Blackshaws Road
• Townhomes at The Fabric are fully-electric and are designed to
generate enough renewable energy to offset the average
household energy usage over a year
• Every home includes solar panels, battery storage, smart energy
monitoring, and provision for electric vehicle charge points in all
garages

https://thefabric.mirvac.com/
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